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New season; new hope
Welcome to Spring/Summer newsletter
from the team at Peter Walsh &
Associates (PW&A).
In this latest bulletin, we want to update,
as well as pass on relevant and timely
information about what is happening
both here at PW&A and in both the
livestock and international markets.
Most farmers around the South Island
are more likely to now have some
breathing space going into the summer
– after higher-than-normal rainfall around
the country.
Latest reports from the Otago Regional
Council say soil moisture is close to
normal and not as dry as it was this time
last year. Conditions in much of Otago
had been dry for the past six months,
but this how now eased thanks to good
spring rain.
Meanwhile, it seems most of Canterbury and
Marlborough have also seen good moisture
levels. Of course, North Canterbury is still
recovering from three years of drought and
hopefully this continues.
This season’s mainly warm, settled
weather and plenty of twins on the
ground made for the sort of lambing that
farmers treasure. Now we all await better
prices and an improvement in markets to
make all the hard work at lambing pay off.
Lamb prices have been falling behind
recently. After tracking above last year’s
level over August, prices slipped below
last year’s in mid-September, where they

have remained ever since. Prices look
set to remain sub-$6.00/kg this spring.
However, falling lamb supply may begin
to underpin stronger prices. (See more
on the lamb price puzzle on page 2 in
this newsletter)
Meantime, the ASB’s latest economic
report says beef prices haven’t moved
much lately. Since July, (P2 steer) prices
have sat 14 cents either side of $5.50/
kg. This is despite the general view that
prices would decline. It was thought
that recovering US beef production
would weigh on prices. However, lack of
supply both locally and from Australia is
keeping NZ beef prices high. Australian
beef production has slowed as the
Australian beef herd rebuilds. Rebuilding
is likely to continue over the rest of this
year and into 2017, and the lack of
Australian beef, may open the door for
NZ exporters. ASB believes there is a
chance that these factors could push
prices towards $6.00/kg before the end
of 2016. (See more on cattle prices page 5).
At this stage, we await Brexit’s impact
on meat prices. There is an expectation
that prices could weaken as UK demand
falls and as NZ lamb becomes more
expensive on the back of the weaker
Pound. Exporters believe this Brexit
impact is likely to dominate the shortterm lamb market outlook. (see more on
Brexit page 7)
There has also plenty of other action in
the wider meat sector. The green light
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was finally given to the Silver Fern Farms/
Shanghai Maling deal. Let’s hope this
signals a turning point for the industry.
While the success or otherwise of the
deal will reveal itself over time, at the
very least it is likely to generate some
sector change over coming years and
even a possible procurement battle for
lambs this year – although all the meat
companies are trying to dampen down
any expectation of a price war!
Alliance Group says it has also done a
lot of work in developing relationships
in China – through its partnership with
Grand Farms. Again, we can only hope
that this investment will start paying
dividends with better prices and returns
to farmers for their livestock.
In the meantime, for any queries on
livestock sales or buying and selling
animals, feel free to get in touch with
us here at PW&A or contact your local
PW&A broker. For all our contacts and
details see our team contacts on page 8
of this newsletter.

Venison a bright light
The venison sector seems to be the pick of the bunch in the
current meat sector when compared with both lamb and cattle.
While the peak demand period for chilled product from the
traditional European market is now over, schedules peaked higher
than last season. Reports also suggest that the prices are not
fully indicative of the positive market sentiment – with the currency
impact offsetting a portion of the higher returns.
Deer farmers with supply secured by contracts have guaranteed
prices right through to February this season, as low production
has driven processors to extend the contract period far beyond

their usual time frame. Most these contract prices do not fall
below $8/kg until February. This is well up the five-year average
price for February of $6.70/kg.
Meanwhile, it seems the marketing efforts by the deer industry are
paying dividends this year as well. Chilled venison export volumes
were up 7% in the 12 months to August and values were up 16%.
There has been a drive by exporters to increase sales outside of
the traditional European game season. Market growth has been
particularly notable in the US, as demand for chilled venison lifts.
The US market now accounts for 19% of total NZ venison exports.
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Lamb prices puzzling
PW&A principal Peter Walsh believes the
NZ meat companies need to step up their
efforts – as hopes for better lamb prices
this season appear to be evaporating
quicker than a summer shower.
While New Zealand lamb meat prices rose
in September, it was on the back of lower
supplies, and analysts are predicting the lift
will be temporary due to weak demand in
the British market.
According to AgriHQ data, the benchmark
price for a leg of lamb in Britain rose to
£4.20/kg in September, up from £4.10/kg
in August and £3.40/kg in September last
year. However, NZ export returns are being
hurt by the high the Kiwi dollar versus a
weak British pound. In NZ dollar terms,
returns were $7.51/kg in September – up
from $7.41/kg in August, but compared
with $8.04/kg a year earlier.
AgriHQ says in NZ the average price from
local meat processors lifted in September
to $5.80/kg, up from $5.68/kg in August,
but down on $6.05/kg in September last
year. NZ lamb numbers are also forecast
to decline this season after the number of
breeding ewes fell 3.1% last season, the
10th consecutive annual decline.

Despite the growing demand for lamb in
Asian and Middle Eastern markets, there
are questions about Australia’s ability to
supply with recent Meat and Livestock
Australia (MLA) data revealing sheep
numbers falling across that country.
ANZ predicts that Australia will need an
extra 22 million sheep by 2040 for it to
maintain its market share on the global
stage and meet growing world protein
demand. All up, MLA estimates there are
70 million sheep in Australia right now,
which is tipped to grow to 73 million
by 2020 if average seasonal conditions
prevail.
These lower sheep numbers are being
reflected in the slowly, climbing prices
buyers are paying in Australia. In early
October, saleyard numbers were at a
three-month high, but prices remained
firm, at around Australian 600 cents/
carcase weight.
Peter Walsh says at these prices Australian
producers are getting around $200 a
lamb, while New Zealand farmers are only
receiving around $100 a lamb.

This lower supply bolstered prices
at the start of the new season, but
that’s expected to ease once the main
production period begins – thanks to weak
demand in Britain and high level of the kiwi
dollar and a weakening British pound.

Back in NZ, there has been talk of a
procurement war this season, but the
meat companies are downplaying this
happening. During its round of shareholder
meetings, Alliance said it is ready for any
price battle for livestock, but the company
does not expect rival co-operative Silver
Fern Farms to deliberately provoke a war.

Peter Walsh says this is concerning –
especially when lamb producers across
the ditch are faring much better than their
New Zealand counterparts, with falling
numbers and growing demand hiking
prices in Australia.

Alliance chair Murray Taggart told
shareholders that lamb numbers are
down by about two million since the last
major processing plant closures and
conceded that the conditions were ripe for
a procurement war.

Meat companies need to step up their act if
lamb prices are to improve this season, says
PW&A principal Peter Walsh

Alliance chief executive David Surveyor
admits that a 700,000 fall in lamb numbers
this season means potential for a price
war. However, he says while farmers
might welcome a price war, he warns
there would be consequences for farmers
in the wash-up of any battle for lambs
as processor margins are already being
squeezed. Silver Fern Farms chair Rob
Hewett says his company is not interested
in a procurement battle and claims it would
be an “irresponsible use of funds”.
However, Peter Walsh questions why the
New Zealand meat sector is faring so
badly and reckons farmers will want to see
the benefits of the Silver Fern Farm and
Shanghai Maling merger in better prices.
He wonders if the meat industry would
benefit from a pan industry auction system
like the dairy sector’s Global Dairy Trade
(GDT).
“Putting everything up for auction would
really show a market environment,” he
says. “Everyone would get to see and
compare prices and such a system would
set true market values.”

Jim moves on to greener pastures
Jim
Greenslade
a director
of PW&A
and one of
our most
experienced
auctioneers
recently left
the company
to take on a
fantastic opportunity – with an ownership
stake and management role at The
Lakes Station in North Canterbury.
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While we are sad to see Jim leave
the company in his day-to-day role;
we are delighted he is staying on in a
directorship capacity.
Jim joined PW&A Ltd as a livestock
broker in 2005 and quickly moved up in
the company to eventually become a not
only a top auctioneer, but also a director.
Jim’s move to The Lakes Station takes
him almost full circle. His early years
were spent in the Wakari /Hawarden area
and then his first five years out of school
in the hills, mustering on high country
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stations throughout the South Island –
where he worked his way up to a farm
manager’s position. Jim then moved into
a career in the livestock industry – joining
PW&A in 2005.
His departure from the PW&A team is
tempered by the fact that not only is he
staying on as a director of the company,
but also that he is leaving us to pursue
his dream of farm ownership and
management.
We wish Jim all the best in his farming
career.
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Meet our regional livestock managers
Paul Dixey
Northern

“PW & A hold the
values of honesty,
experience and
sound professional
advice to its farming
clients – along
with a personal
commitment,” says Paul.
“These are all attributes that I admired in
the old stock and station industry when I
started some years ago.”
Paul started his career with the old PGG
and progressed through the company
via what he describes as a “thorough
grounding” to become a stock agent at
Mayfield, Temuka and Methven – before
becoming head auctioneer for the Mid
Canterbury region.

Stuart Blake
Central

Stuart says he’s “a
proud Australian”,
but is also proud to
call New Zealand
home for 39 years:
“After marrying a
Kiwi country girl from the Hakataramea
Valley”.
From a farming family in the lucky
country, Stuart has been involved and
employed in the farming and livestock

Jack Meehan
Southern

Jack is a true
Southern man – born
in Winton, educated
in Invercargill and a
lifetime working in the
south.
After leaving school, Jack’s farming
career began in the Athol district working
on farms— before heading to the hills of
Otago and Canterbury mustering on high
country stations. He also spent some
time doing live deer recovery during the
peak of live capture days.
In 1979, Jack took up the opportunity
to manage a high country station in the
Garston area for Landcorp. During his
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He then took the opportunity to join the
fledgling live export industry with a Saudi
Arabian company Al Makirish – which
was shipping commercial sheep and
lambs to the annual Haj festival in the
Middle East.
“This alternative outlet provided farmers
a viable option and created its own
unique trading path leading up to the
actual shipping,” Paul adds. “When
the government of the day called a halt
and stopped the trade – we decided to
dictate our own destiny and started and
successfully ran a livestock company for
25 years.”
Paul reckons that while the industry
has its share of ups and downs, the
characters and events have a way of
drawing you into it.

alongside opposition agents, but you are
fearlessly competitive,” he explains. “So
when the chance to join PW & A arose, I
took it with both hands.”
Paul firmly believes that saleyard
auctions provide the best exposure to
a wider buying audience and set the
benchmark for livestock values. He
points to the increase in yardings at both
Coalgate and Temuka as proof of this
fact.
Paul and wife Denise live on a 20-acre
(which he claims sounds far better
than 8 hectares) block just outside of
Methven, which he reckons is ideally
located between saleyard venues.

“It’s unique in that each week you work

“As much as some firms have tried to
alter the industry, I believe it’s still people,
contacts and good traditional service
that counts.”

industry since leaving school.

Stuart to turn down.

“I have a real passion for all livestock –
especially recognising livestock that can
gain extra values for farmers,” he says.

“The opportunity to join PW&A and
to pass on my strengths of customer
service and meticulous attention to
detail was exciting,” he says. “PW&A
delivers traditional livestock values and
has a family atmosphere and I saw
these traits as great way to pass my
knowledge and experience on to other
staff members – young or old.”

Prior joining PW&A, Stuart held a
number of positions in both the South
and North Islands with a livestock
processing company.
Stuart and wife Fiona returned to South
Canterbury a few years ago to take on
a semi-retired, lifestyle at Geraldine, but
the desire to help and teach others in the
livestock was too great of a challenge for

time as manager, the station underwent
a major development programme and
doubled in stock numbers.
In 1986, Jack – along with wife Louise
and their two children – moved to a hill
country property in the Waikaka district.
After buying part of the neighbouring
property and undergoing a large
development programme, this property
also doubled in stock numbers.
In 2005, the farm was sold and Jack
took up the position as marketing
manager for Wairere South Romneys –
before joining PW & A Ltd in July 2012.
Since joining PW & A, Jack says he
has really enjoyed the challenges
that have come with the position of
regional manager – especially fostering
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Stuart says he is most happy when
helping people – be it staff members
and/or farmers – to achieve their goals.

the growth of PW & A clientele in the
Southland and Otago regions.
The Meehans continue to live in Waikaka
and play an active part in the local
community. Over the past 30 years
Jack has been very involved in the local
rugby club – where he was made a life
member in 2011. He is also a member
of the Greenvale Dog Trial Club and past
president of the Waikaka Combined
Sports Assn.
Jack says when not he busy working
for PW&A, he fills in his spare time by
following harness racing, where he has
an interest in some horses, boating at
Lake Wanaka and Lake Hawea and
spending time with his family and five
granddaughters at their holiday home in
Luggate.
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Riding high and the odd highland fling w
He’s a bronc riding, world-record setting “stick-throwing’’ stock agent.
At just 21, Madison Taylor has already
represented New Zealand in two very
diverse activities – pipe bands and rodeo.
Now living in the Hakataramea Valley,
Taylor works for South Island-based,
independent livestock broking firm
Peter Walsh and Associates.
It’s somewhat of a dream job for a
determined young man who became
hooked on the rural sector at a young
age, despite not coming from a
farming background.

His interest had taken him to Australia
and Scotland for competitions and
included setting a world record when
he tossed his mace about 10.4m in
the air.
As far as he knows, the record still
stands.
But Taylor’s pipe band interest took
a back seat when he took up rodeo,

About a month before his 18th
birthday, he joined the team at Peter
Walsh and Associates as a trainee in
the South Canterbury district.

Taylor acknowledges he was
“probably just a bit green’’ when he
headed to Australia, but he learned
a lot and that set him up for the
New Zealand rodeo season.

After six months’ training, he spent
about two and a-half years working
in the Waimate area, all the while
growing in confidence and learning
from others, he said.

He was leading the bareback
standings for about half the season
and, coming into the national finals
in Outram in March, he was in the
top three of the eight finalists.

That was followed by a nine-month
stint in North Canterbury, followed by
a trip to Australia following rodeos. He
returned in September last year.

But his chances of winning a
national title were dashed when he
“choked’’ and came eighth.

His patch includes the Lindis Pass to
Twizel and down to Duntroon.

He enjoys the variety of the work.

Last year, he tried rodeoing
professionally in Australia, but he
“didn’t really make much of a go at it’’,
he says.

It was much bigger in Australia; the
world-famous Mt Isa Rodeo, the
largest in the southern hemisphere,
attracted a crowd of about 25,000
and about 900 competitors, many
of whom were professionals.

Acknowledging his youth, Taylor is
grateful that the firm’s namesake,
Peter Walsh, put his faith in him and
gave him an opportunity.

The best part was “just getting out and
about’’ seeing the scenery and the people.

He did both for a while, but this season
focused on his bareback riding.

Competing in rodeos in northern
Queensland and the Northern
Territory, he found there were
“huge’’ differences between
the sport in New Zealand and
Australia.

He grew up at Rakaia and boarded at
St Andrew’s College in Christchurch,
leaving at the end of year 12 to work
in a rural merchandising store.

His clients are mostly stations and he
is also a regular figure at the Temuka
stock sales.

suitcase-type handhold, known as a
rigging, which was placed on top of
the horse’s withers then secured with
a cinch.

because the seasons clashed. Getting
into rodeo coincided with him moving
out of home, as his mother was not
keen on the sport, he laughs.

Taylor was also part of the New
Zealand team that competed
against Australia in an annual transTasman competition at the Sydney
Royal Easter Show, earlier this year.
It involved six nights of competition.

It involves covering large distances,
often using a tank of fuel a day.

He started on bulls and, about three
weeks later, moved on to bareback
horses.

He drew three nice horses on the first
three nights, and three tough ones for
the remainder of the competition.

At school, Taylor was drum major in
the nearly century-old St Andrew’s
College Pipe Band.

In bareback competitions, the rider
attempts to stay on the back of his
horse using only his balance and a

He rode five out of the six, but the
one that eluded him was a four-times
winner of bucking horse of the year.
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g with PW&A’s very own cowboy
The New Zealand team lost the series.
There is some unfinished business in
Australia and Taylor is keen to head
back to Mt Isa to have another crack
– particularly as they were the same
horses that were at Sydney.
He has a bucking machine at home, to
practise on, but says there is nothing
quite like ‘the real thing’.
Taylor says the allure of rodeo is the
adrenaline rush and it took “a fair few
hours’’ to get down from that rush after
a ride.
Winning a national title was always the
goal and he has competed at events
throughout both the North and South
Islands.
Another goal is to win the Young
Auctioneers Competition held in
conjunction with the Canterbury A&P
Show.
He came second last year.

Madison Taylor in action at the Methven Rodeo - photo credit: Ashburton Guardian

Taylor enjoys auctioneering, which he
says requires confidence and a quick wit.

says it is definitely something he would
go back to in the future.

While his pipe band involvement had
been side-lined at the moment, Taylor

- Story courtesy of the Otago Daily
Times

Market strong for young cattle
The shortage of store cattle in the South Island is having a
big impact on store cattle pricest this season, according to
livestock market analysts Agri HQ.
It reports that numbers are down as a result of increased
focus on dairy expansion in previous years, consecutive
years of drought in North Canterbury and Marlborough
and a continuing exodus of stock to the North Island as
demand outstrips supply up there also.
Meanwhile, as spring delivers moisture and subsequent
rapid pasture growth rates around most of the South
Island, there are not enough cattle around to meet the
grass demand, and prices are being pushed through the
roof.
Agri HQ says quality traditional yearlings are punching
well above their weight in relation to historical percent of
schedules. It says that one-year traditional heifers typically
trade around 52% of schedule through October, which
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would be equivalent to around $2.85/kg. But demand had
prices soaring to 58% of schedule.
One-year bull prices were also high relative to South
Island schedules, however with consistent demand from
the North Island underpinning this market, the prices
looked more realistic when compared with North Island
schedules. In the South Island this class typically trades at
55% of schedule, however this year prices was more like
62% of the South Island schedule.
It also reports that one-year steer prices were slightly less
overvalued. This class historically trades at a high percent
of schedule, with the five-year average at 58% or the
equivalent of $3.20/kg. This year’s prices were at 62% of
schedule, which is still a five-year high.
Agri HQ analysts add that many are waiting for some
correction in the cattle market, but with current grass
levels around this may not come for some time.
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Sheep flock down, beef herd up
“A CONFLUENCE of circumstances”
is how Beef + Lamb NZ’s Rob Davison
describes its most recent report on
livestock numbers, which shows further
decline in sheep numbers and an
increase in beef cattle.
Davison, director of BLNZ’s economic
service, says a year ago he would have
predicted sheep numbers remaining
steady.
He cites the weather and lamb prices
– which were below expectations – as
the main reasons for the drop in sheep
numbers. This in turn has led to farmers
moving into beef where prices are better.
Davison believes forecasts late in
2015 of an impending El Nino weather
pattern helped cause the drop in sheep
numbers.
“As a result we had early slaughter,
and the drought in Canterbury and
Marlborough, which was pretty severe,
affected sheep numbers,” he says.
“It was also quite dry up the east coast
of the North Island. And facial eczema
affected flocks in the North Island,
causing some stock to be taken off for
slaughter.”
Davison describes the change as more a
series of circumstances than a trend.
Adding to the confusion now is the
outcome of Brexit, he says.
He notes that about 20% of NZ lamb,
by volume, goes to the UK and the
weakness of the British pound against
the strength of the NZ dollar could affect
the long term.
BLNZ chairman James Parsons says it
would be concerning if the trends of the
past year were to continue, especially the
drought.

Parson believes
the decline in
sheep numbers
this time has not
been influenced
by the dairy
sector’s hard
times and large
cow culls.
While sheep
numbers are
dropping, the
carcase weight
of lambs is
increasing, so
the volume and
value of lamb
Beef+Lamb NZ chair James Parsons says it would be concerning
exports will
if the sheep flock continues to decline
not be greatly
affected. But
it poses problems for meat processing
Total sheep numbers in the North Island
plants that rely on volume not weight as
are now 13.94m.
their main profit criteria.
Sheep numbers in the South Island are
What the report says
14.31m, the biggest decline occurring in
drought-hit Canterbury and Marlborough.
Breeding ewe numbers are down by
3.1% to 18.48 million, hoggets by 3%
The nation’s total breeding ewe flock is
to 8.93m and total sheep numbers have
now just 18.48m, almost evenly spread
declined by 3% to 28.25m.
across both islands. Breeding ewe
And the lamb crop this season
numbers decreased slightly less in the
is predicted down by 2.9%. This
North than in the South Island.
progressive decline since the midStocking rates in the South Island
1990s is due to land use change and
are down due to the drought, but the
more profitable alternatives available to
report says animals are in about the
farmers.
same condition as a year ago. But with
The report covers the weather-related
breeding ewe numbers down the lamb
issues such as drought, facial eczema
crop for 2016 is expected to be down.
and heavy rains in parts of NZ.
Regional differences show up: in the
North Island a bigger decline occurred
(4%) than in the South Island (2%). The
fall in sheep numbers was greater on the
east coast of the North Island (5.1%) and
in Taranaki Manawatu (4.1%).

Beef cattle numbers are up 5.5% to
1.08m in the South Island and by
1.7% to 2.57m in the North Island.
Canterbury, Marlborough and to a lesser
extent Otago had a surge in beef cattle
numbers.

Finance available
A unique feature of Peter Walsh & Associates is our
finance division – Peter Walsh & Associates (PW&A)
Finance. This part of our business has been set up to
strengthen and grow the company’s existing livestock
trading business. PW&A Finance specialises in shortterm financing (up to 12 months) of day-to-day livestock
transactions, specifically:
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• Funding for the purchase of trading or finishing stock
• Funding to meet contract finishing requirements for
exporters
• Advances against future sales of owner-bred livestock
For clients wanting more information about or how our
Finance division works; feel free to contact Karen or Rob
whose contact details are on page 8.
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Coalgate to replace closing Tinwald saleyards
News the Tinwald yards, near
Ashburton, will close later this year
confirms a trend of consolidation of
sale yards around the South Island –
with some closing and others holding
fewer sales.
Closures in recent years included
Cromwell, and Studholme and Holme
Station in South Canterbury.
A 138-year run will end when the final
bid is taken at the last livestock auction
at Tinwald Saleyards in December.
PGG Wrightson (PGW) says it will close
the saleyards as livestock yardings
have dwindled from changing farming
trends in Mid Canterbury and urban
encroachment has made meeting
increasing compliance and health
and safety standards difficult. The five
hectare site will be put up for sale.
Compliance was seen as a costly
burden for some yard operators.
Former Cromwell Saleyards Company
chairman Gordon Lucas said

compliance costs
were outstripping
income to the point
where the company
could not afford
secretarial services or
audit fees.
The Cromwell sale
Going against the trend: the Coalgate saleyards continues
yards was holding
to operate holding weekly prime and store auctions
only three or four sales
a year and losing
Peter Walsh says they decided to
between $30,000 and $50,000 in the
re-open the century-old Coalgate
process when the decision
yards and estimates they sell 25,000
was made to close about a year ago.
to 30,000 cattle and its success can
However, while some yards were
closing, seven years ago two private
South Island stock firms re-opened
the Coalgate sale yards 60km west of
Christchurch and now hosted weekly
prime and store sales and special
seasonal sales.
Peter Walsh and Associates (PW&A)
and Hazlett Rural needed access to
sale yards, but found buying into the
Canterbury Park yards too steep.

be put down to supportive agents and
also being located in a large livestock
catchment with stock sourced from
Marlborough to Mid Canterbury.
“We’ve got a very enthusiastic group of
agents that supply it and support it very
strongly with both livestock and buying
support.”
Being close to the Canterbury foothills
meant the yards were adjacent to a
large catchment of livestock.

NZ’s UK trade access assured following Brexit
Assurances have been gained
from the United Kingdom that
New Zealand’s trade interests will
not be compromised by the UK’s
‘Brexit’ from the European Union
(EU).

Both Fox and McClay commended
the value of the engagement, both to
underpin the two countries’ strong
economic relationship, but also given
New Zealand’s recognised perspective
in international trade policy.

New Zealand Trade Minister Todd
McClay has been recently over in the
UK establishing a trade policy dialogue
with his counterpart, the British
Secretary of State for International
Trade Dr Liam Fox.

The bilateral trade policy dialogue
will be convened at senior officials’
level and cover market access and
trade policy issues of mutual interest,
including WTO processes and current
and prospective negotiations. It
complements the existing annual UKNew Zealand Strategic Dialogue on
foreign policy, which allows the UK and
New Zealand to share expertise on
foreign policy matters.

He reported that he had discussed
the importance of remaining closely
engaged, particularly as New Zealand
advances its priority of a free trade
agreement with the EU. He also
thanked Fox for assurances that New
Zealand’s trade interests will not be
compromised by Brexit.
“The trade policy dialogue with the
UK will also be an important forum for
engaging across a range of shared
trade policy issues, such as the
World Trade Organisation (WTO), as it
develops its approach to trade policy.
P 03 687 4440

In a joint statement, McClay noted
that New Zealand had already sent
officials to the UK to talk about how
this country has set up its systems in
Government to pursue a strong and
open trade policy.
“In leaving the EU, we have the
opportunity to drive even greater
openness and put Britain at the
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Trade Minister Todd McClay

forefront of global trade,” Liam Fox
said. “This new Trade Policy Dialogue
reflects a strong political commitment
from New Zealand and the UK to take
the lead in pushing for greater global
trade liberalisation and reform and I
look forward to working closely with
them.”
The first meeting will take place by
early 2017, with subsequent talks
expected to be held roughly every six
months.
spring/summer 2016
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Gary Batchelor
027 489 3265

Wayne Andrews
027 484 8232

Ethan Bloomfield
027 203 8370

Derek Brown
021 226 2702

Max Bensemann
027 561 0000

Gregor Laughton
027 290 6780

Nick Cagney
022 377 6732

Alex Borlase
027 687 6695

Craig Kendall
021 656 290

Ben Greenslade
021 656 813

Don Borlase
027 561 4025

Kevin White
021 656 871

Dave Hardy
027 544 4333

Craig Buckley
027 561 4652

John Harrison
027 435 6243

Dean Cox
027 561 5007

Andy Miller
027 403 3024

Martie G-Hunt
(Chatham Island)
03 3050 458

Karen Walsh
027 820 1442
Rob Jeffrey
027 801 0167

Broker &
Client Support
Nikki Begg
Jess Brown
Rebecca Shackleton
Bianca Sloan
Alicia Taylor
Kate Walter
03 687 4440

Alby Orchard
027 534 5753
Brad Turner
021 027 20303
Mark Woods
027 656 0835
Angus Ayers
(trainee)

Lindsay Holland
027 226 6048
Curly McRae
027 889 7771
Di Medlicott
027 208 2932
Andrew Scott
022 184 3204
Greg Shearer
027 476 6769
Madison Taylor
021 656 851
Hamish Zuppicich
027 403 3025

341 Seadown Rd, RD 3, Timaru 7973
P 03 687 4440 • E office@peterwalsh.co.nz www.peterwalsh.co.nz

